We define and note some properties of k H-pairs (k Henselian pairs), k N-pairs, and k N'-pairs. It is shown that the 2-Henselization and the 3-Henselization of a pair exist. Characterizations of quasi-local 2H-pairs are given, and an equivalence to the chain conjecture is proved.
k N'-palrs. The main result, Theorem (2.10) states that (i) a k H-palr is a k N-palr, (il) a k N-palr is a k N'-pair, and (ill) an k N'-pair is a J H-palr provided k _> max {Cj,n In 0,1,...,j}.
We begin be stating several definitions. In these definitions and throughout the paper a ring shall mean a commutative ring with an identity element, and J(A) The proof of (ii) follows from the proof of [i0, Lemma 7] The proof of (iii) follows from Crepeaux s proof of [3, Prop. i] 3. k N-CLOSURE.
In this section we construct the k N-closure for a given pair (A,m). That is, we find tSe "smallest" k N-pair which "contains" (A,m). The development of this section parallels Greco's development in [5] .
In order to construct the k N-closure we need the following definitions. We note that a k N-extension of a quasi-local ring (A,m) is a quasi-local ring.
The following lemma is used to show that the partial order defined in Definition (3.9) is well defined. In particular, the above lemma holds when (B,n) is a k N-extension of (A,m). PROOF. The proof is analogous to [5, Thm. 3.5] .
We note that if (A,m) is a quasi-local ring; then a k N-closure (AkN,mkN) of (A,m) is quasi-local, since the direct limit of quasi-local rings is quasilocal. 4 . k H-CLOSURES AND AN EQUIVALENCE TO THE CHAIN CONJECTURE.
In this section, we note the existence of a 2H-closure and of a 3H-closure, we give some characterization of a quasi-local 2H-pair, and we observe that the H-closure (or Henselization) of a pair (A,m) can be written as the direct limit or union of k H-pairs, k 2,3,4
We also give an equivalence to the Chain Conjecture. (A2N, m2N) . (il) a 3 H-closure of (A,m) is (A3N, m3N) (i) Every finite 2-integral A-algebra B is decomposed.
(ii) Every finite free 2-integral A-algebra B is decomposed. We will now show that the N-closure of a pair (A,m) is the direct limit of the k N-closures of (A,m). It will follow from this result that the H-closure of (A,m)
can be written as the direct limit of k H-palrs. 
EXAMPLES.
In this section we show that there exist k N-pairs which are not N-pairs and there exist k H-pairs which are not H-pairs. More precisely, for each prime number p we give an example of a pair which is not a p N-palr but is a k N-palr for 2 < k < p. This example also shows that for any integer k > 2, there exists a k H-palr which is not a p H-palr for some sufficiently large prime number p. 
